Powerplay Challenges

Challenges

- **Water Bottle Challenge**
  - Hit the water bottle with the ball to be awarded a goal
  - Agree on a distance to play from before playing
  - Do all players have to play from the same distance?

- **1v1 Challenge**
  - Beat the defender 1-on-1 to be awarded a goal
  - Where does the attacker need to get to? Are they scoring in a goal?
  - Agree where the defender & attacker should start before playing

- **Air Dribble Challenge**
  - Air Dribble for the target time/reps to be awarded a goal
  - Do all players have to play from the same target?
  - Agree on a target time/reps before playing

- **Trash Can Challenge**
  - Flick the ball into the trash can (or similar) to be awarded a goal
  - Do all players have to play from the same distance?
  - Agree on a distance to play from before playing

Modifiers

- **2 in a Row**
  - Complete the challenge 2 times in a row to be awarded a goal

- **Randomizer**
  - Spin the challenge wheel every time

- **Waterfall**
  - Complete the challenge? Next time make it harder. Example: play from 1 meter further away

- **Playing Cards**
  - Pick a card: Add another challenge. Complete both to be awarded a goal

- **Dice**
  - Roll an even: You scored!
  - Roll an odd: Complete the challenge or your opponent gets a goal

- **Spin Again**
  - I am good, thanks!
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